
Photo 2-  
Recreating Magazine Advertisements using Studio Lighting 
 
Portraiture and Lighting Ratios 
https://digital-photography-school.com/lighting-ratios-to-make-or-break-your-
portrait/ 

1. Review the above article about lighting and Lighting Ratios with Studio Lighting. 

Objective: To find and recreate magazine photographs using studio 

lighting/backdrops/props and be as close to the original photograph as possible. 

You will recreate 2 separate advertisements that were created with Studio Lighting.  1 

must include a human figure (can be a portrait/ partial or full body) and 1 must be of 

inanimate objects only (tabletop photography). 

Examples:         

You DO NOT Need to recreate any text in the Ads/Spreads, just the photographs 

themselves.   

You will be graded on: 
- Use of lighting 
- Creativity 
- Use of Props/clothing 
- Authenticity 
- Focus and Contrast 

 

 



LIGHTING SCENARIOS 

A basic set up consists of five lights. One MAIN light, 

one FILL-IN light, two EDGE (accent) lights and a 

BACKGROUND light. It looks something like this: 

 

 

 
How to create proper Separation / Isolation Lighting 

Some call it separation lighting, others prefer the term isolation lighting, but 

both mean the proper lighting technique to separate your subject from the 

background.  

 

Separation Lighting Setup 1 

With this setup, you have a main light on camera left to 

light the subject, a fill light on camera right to fill in the 

shadows, and a separation light on the background. If 

you don't have three lights, you can also use a reflector 

for fill. To get a cleaner separation light (e.g. for high 

key white backgrounds), use two lights on the 

backgrounds placed on each side and a little behind the 

subject. 

 

Separation Lighting Setup 2  

This setup is very similar to the first setup, but 

instead of having a strobe standing on the floor 

and illuminating the background, you now have a 

boom arm with a softbox on it. This has the 

advantage that you can tilt the softbox over your 

subject, which gives you a nice specular highlight 

(hairlight). Naturally, this method is not as good 

for high key white backgrounds. 

https://www.svenlerphotography.com/photography-blog/how-to-do-proper-separation-isolation-lighting
http://williamlulow.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/5-Light-Studio-SetUp.jpg


Separation Lighting Setup 3  

For this setup you either need a really big softbox or a 

translucent background that you can light up from 

behind. Aside from that, the main light and fill light 

are the same as the first two setups. Just be sure that 

you know how to avoid unwanted lens flare or loss in 

contrast, when you use this setup. 

 

 

 

In order to render a background pure white, it has to be lit separately from the subject. 

It also had to be at least one f/stop brighter than the main light. Here is a diagram of a 

possible lighting setup. 

 

 

 


